Introduction
Cookbooks, route instructions, machine assembly instructions and algorism descriptions , which are written in natural languages, and sorting programs, which are written in programming languages, are examples of procedural texts. There are many points at which natural language procedural texts and programs may be considered on common ground. A procedure is composed of a sequence of actions intended to achieve a goal. Control structures determine patterns of behavior for action sequences. An action is something an actor does or can do. An action is enabled by certain states. An action acts on objects and causes the change of states of objects. In programs, such concepts as objects, states, actions and control structures are defined explicitly. How are these concepts identified in natural language texts? What expressions represent these concepts? We think it most necessary that we have a right understanding of these concepts to understand procedural texts. In Japanese procedural texts, actions are mostly expressed by verbs and control structures are expressed by nouns, adverbs, auxiliary verbs, postpositional words and so on. The primary verb is a procedure call in programs. Other syntactic structures are used to embed the procedure call information. Control structures in natural language procedural texts are more complex and richer than in programs. The control information is embeded within broad range of syntactic structures. We classify control structures into two groups, temporal and behavioral control structures, which are respectively associated with temporal and behavioral aspects of action sequences, and examine Japanese language expressions for control structures. In programs, several proposals, e.g. BNF notation and a flowchart techniques have been made for techniques supporting the formal description of the structure or development of a program. Two trials which use BNF notation and PT-chart are made for a formal description of the structure of a natural language procedural text. A procedural text.has the static (organization) structure and the dynamic (control) structure. It is highly desirable that a formal representation framework of a procedural text has the power to represent both the structures. PT-chart is a graphical representation, which has the power. L.A.Miller considered syntactic and semantic structures in English recipe texts) He showed that all of the action-encoding mechanisms are based on the concept of a procedure call in the sense of computer programs, various syntactic structures are used to embed the call information and any procedure may be decomposable to successively less complex procedures. He also examined types of verb qualifications in the texts and classified cases controlling the action into seven groups. On the basis of his studies, we consider further details of text structures, control structures and action-encoding mechanisms in procedural texts, especially in Japanese. This research is an underlying study for the semantic analysis of procedural texts.
Procedural text
We chose texts of a cookbook, "Family Cooking" by K.Okamoto, as procedural texts. We examined texts of 69 Japanese cookings which are a subset from "Family Cooking". (continuation termination condition) [ne no bubuN wa eNtookei ni naru yoo ni muku] 'peel the part of the root as it'll become cylindrical'
(ongoing behavior condition) [hitasite oku to siN ga naku nari moto no 3 bai gurai ni fukuramu] 'soak it, and it'll become pithless and swell three times larger than the origin' (result condition) (: state description)
Conditions are grouped into the following three; precondition: condition which a state satisfies before an action ongoing condition: condition which a state satisfies during an action postcondition: condition which a state satisfies after an action If a precondition is satisfied, an actor can do an action. In the above examples, start condition is a precondition, continuation termination condition is a postcondition, ongoing behavior condition is an ongoing condition and result condition is a postcondition. In Japanese procedural texts, language expressions for actors are always omitted and more than one action is often described in one sentence.
Control structures
Language expressions which are used to embed the action call information are the following in Japanese procedural texts. (A) verb (B) participial adjective in a noun phrase (C) constituent of a noun phrase or compound noun In Japanese, a participial adjective is placed in pre-nominal position. A participial adjective indicates an action that should be taken place some time prior to the cooking step in which it occurs. Constituent of a noun phrase or compound noun also indicates an action. The primary verb is an action call, in the sense of computer programs. The mechanism to control a sequence of actions is called a control structure. Many various control structures are found in procedural texts, and so it is very important to consider control structures systematically. A partial taxonomy of control structures and Japanese expressions for them are given in the following;
[I] Temporal control structure (ii) There is not always one to one correspondence between a control structure and a language expression. We have examined Japanese procedural texts. We have a Point node, which represents a junction Name node, which represents a name Condition node, which represents a condition Declaration node, which represents to be-a declaration Action node, which represents actions Data node, which represents data Statement node, which represents a statement which is mentioned at this point of a procedure 
Discussions
Procedural texts of cookings are mostly composed of descriptions of actions that act on concrete objects, ingredients or cookwares, and descriptions of states of them. So we can regard the semantics of a procedural text as state transformation from an initial state before a cooking to a final state after a cooking. Then it is related with algorithmic logics which are considered as logics of programs~ A way will be open to consider logics for general procedural texts. In such logics, a problem is how to incorporate a procedure into logics. By studies of algorithmic logics, three methods have been found.
(i) A method which regards a procedure as a logical formula. The meaning of a procedure a as a logical fomula is 'a terminates'. Suppose that p is a logical fomula and a is a procedure, a;p is also a logical formula. The meaning of the formula is 'a terminates and p is true'. (2) A method Which regards a procedure as a modal operator. Suppose that p is a logical formula and a is a procedure, <a>p is also a logical formula. <a> is a modal operator. The meaning of the formula is 'if a terminates, then p is true'. We can define another modal operator [a] as [alp= l<~>Ip. (3) A method which regards properties of a procedure as axioms. The axioms give the semantics of a procedure.
Researches are left to implement a computer program for processing natural language procedural texts. Natural language procedural texts may have many incomplete, ambiguous expressions. The program must process them using context or knowledge. In transformation from natural language texts to complete, unambiguous texts which are written in a formal language, the program must also understand descriptions of objects, actions, states and control structures. The programs for processing natural language algorithm descriptions are considered by severalresearchers. 6,7 They discuss that the right understanding of control structures in natural language algorithm descriptions is an important function to the program. So the identification of control structures in procedural texts is an underlying study for implementing the computer program.
